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Abstract
Background: The aim of this study was to examine the impacts of multiple indicators of Socio-economic Status
(SES) on Congestive Heart Failure (CHF) related readmission.
Methods: A prospective study consisting of 315 patients without the history of admission due to CHF was
carried out in Tehran during 2010 and 2011. They were classified into quartiles based on their SES applying
Principal Component Analysis (PCA), and followed up for one year. Using stratified Cox regression analysis,
Hazard Ratios (HRs) were computed to assess the impact of SES on the readmission due to CHF.
Results: During the 12 months follow-up, 122 (40%) were readmitted at least once. HR of lowest SES patients
vs. the highest SES patients (the fourth versus first quartile) was 2.66 (95% CI= 1.51–4.66). Variables including
abnormal ejection fraction (<40%), poor physical activity, poor drug adherence, and hypertension were also
identified as significant independent predictors of readmission.
Conclusion: The results showed low SES is a significant contributing factor to increased readmission due to
CHF. It seems that the outcome of CHF depends on the SES of patients even after adjusting for some of main
intermediate factors.
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Key Messages
Implications for policy makers
•
Considering the fact that, the risk of readmission due to Congestive Heart Failure (CHF) in lowest Socio-Economic Status (SES)
patients increased exponentially, some effective plans for these vulnerable groups may diminish high amounts of imposed costs.
•
Optimizing education strategies in a manner to respect the patients’ level of understanding; emphasizing the importance of medication
adherence, diet and physical activity; increasing the self-monitoring skills as well as supporting the spouse and family members are
considered as effective measures to prevent high readmission rate due to CHF.
•
Adherence and managing other comorbidities had more effect in poor patients compared with upper SES patients. However, in upper
SES patients there may be some other risk factors which need to be addressed.
Implications for public
The results of the current study showed that paying attention to alarming signs and symptoms and care about family members’ education
to comply with recommended drugs can prevent high readmission rate due to Congestive Heart Failure (CHF).

Introduction
Congestive Heart Failure (CHF) is a debilitating complaint
associated with a large number of readmissions (1). A
large body of research has revealed that CHF-related
rehospitalisation within six months is around 25–30%, which
can increased to 40% within 1 year (2–4). In Iran, the rate of
CHF reported 3500 per hundred thousand annually, which
forms one of the major types of Cardiovascular Diseases
(CVDs), held as the most important cause of death (5).
Previous studies had documented that the Socio-economic
Status (SES) of CHF patients was a crucial indicator,
Full list of authors’ affiliations is available at the end of the article.

which might influence the patient’s behavioural pattern,
environmental exposures, and access to healthcare services
(6). There is little evidence in Middle East countries include
Iran about the association of SES and readmission due to CHF.
Nevertheless, recently one study was evaluated the association
of education and occupation as SES indicators with CVD
risk factors in Isfahan (7). It is reported that there is an
association among SES and CVD risk factors; However, this
is not indicated its impact on the CHF readmission. Besides,
using only education or income as SES indicator has its own
limitations such as the interaction between these classic
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meters of SES, and the issue of co-linearity among predictors
(6,8). To deal with these limitations, it is recommended to
compute a weighted score of predictors and other principal
assets using Principal Component Analysis (PCA) (9).
Taking into account the aforementioned potential role of SES
in the risk of rehospitalisation due to CHF, and the relatively
high prevalence of this disease in Iran, this study aimed to
measure the SES and its effect on the readmission rate of CHF
patients for the first time in Iran using PCA. It is assumed that
the result of this first study could contribute to providing the
evidences for better understanding of association of combined
wealth index and readmission due to CHF specifically in
Iranian patients; also it is probable that it would be useful for
other developing countries with similar circumstance to Iran.
Methods
This prospective study recruited 315 patients with the
diagnosis of CHF according to the heart failure society of
America guidelines (10) who were admitted for the first
time (de novo acute heart failure) to the Shahid-Rajaee
Cardiovascular and Research Center, a tertiary center for
CVDs in Tehran, during 2010 and 2011. The diagnosis
of heart failure was established by a cardiologist who was
an expert in heart failure and transplantation based on
the clinical history and physical examination taking into
account the Framingham criteria (Table 1) and Transthoracic
Echocardiography (TTE). Diagnosis was established by the
existence of at least two major criteria, or one major and
two minor criteria and all of them were symptomatic at rest
(NYHA/CCS class of IV).
The exclusion criteria were the existence of a positive history
of prior admission due to heart failure in any hospitals, having
any of the following conditions (acute renal failure, acute
pulmonary diseases, cancer, or any other fatal diseases), or
lost to follow-up. In addition, patients who moved to other
hospitals during the follow-up period were also excluded
from the study.
The interviewers fully briefed patients on the purposes of the
study. All patients who met the inclusion criteria completed
a written consent form. All essential data on the patients
were recorded in a designed checklist. Data were collected
through either a face-to-face interview or from patients’
hospital files classified into three categories including
demographic information, potential confounding variables,
and information about the patients’ SES.
Standard TTE study was performed for all patients by only one
cardiologist with a General Electronic (GE) Vivid 3 system

(Horten, Norway), equipped with an M3S multi-frequency
phased array transducer and tissue doppler imaging facility;
the left ventricular global systolic function was evaluated in
terms of the ejection fraction. The biplane Simpson method
was applied in accordance with the American Society of
Echocardiography (ASE) guidelines (11); patients with both
reduced and preserved Left Ventricular Ejection Fraction
(LVEF) were included.
Potential risk factors were recorded which were gender, age
(<75 and >75 years old), marital status, and Body Mass Index
(BMI in two categories, normal <25 and overweight-obese
>25). Marital status was defined into 2 categories including
married and single (included separated and widows).
Hypertension was defined as blood pressure higher than
140/90 mmHg or the taking of antihypertensive medications.
Diabetic status was determined with fasting blood sugar
higher than 126 mg/dl or taking medication or a positive
medical history of diabetes. Dyslipidaemia was defined as
abnormal lipid profiles, taking medication, or positive medical
history of dyslipidaemia. In a self-report process, we asked
about medication and physical activity adherence defined
by the patient’s adherence with physicians’ instructions and
treatment advices and adherence to recommended physical
activity, respectively. Abnormal ejection fraction (<40%),
cigarette smoking (current smoker vs. non-smokers),
the history of receiving surgical or non-surgical cardiac
interventions were also recorded.
All patients were closely monitored during hospital stay and
after discharge based on approved clinical guidelines; all
instructions were recorded in patients’ records. During the
follow-up period of 12 months ‘readmission’ was checked by
phone contact and by checking electronic hospital records.
Any sign of exacerbation of the heart failure which led to
patients’ referral to a specialist and following it hospital
admission was occurred even for 24 hours, was considered
as readmission.
Selected assets and indicators for socio-economic status score
Household monthly income and expenditure were investigated
using a standard questioner, which were classified into three
categories of low (176–352 US dollars), medium (352–752 US
dollars) and high (more than 752 US dollars). The education
level of patients were classified into three categories of
illiterate or primary school (less than 6 years of formal
education), high school to diploma (6–12 years of formal
education) and higher than diploma (any collage degree).
Occupational classification was according to the Iranian

Table 1. Framingham criteria1 for CHF
Major criteria
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Paroxysmal nocturnal dyspnea
Neck vein distention
Rales
Radiographic cardiomegaly
Acute pulmonary edema
S3 gallop
Increased central venous pressure (>16 cm H2O at right atrium)
Hepatojugular reflux
Weight loss >4.50 kg in 5 days in response to treatment

Minor criteria
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bilateral ankle edema
Nocturnal cough
Dyspnea on ordinary exertion
Hepatomegaly
Pleural effusion
Decrease in vital capacity by one third from maximum recorded
Tachycardia (heart rate >120 beats/min.)

CHF= Congestive Heart Failure.
1
The Framingham Heart Study criteria are 100% sensitive and 78% specific for identifying persons with definite CHF.
2
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standards developed for national census which categorized
job into 3 categories: First, professional works such as
managers, teachers, engineers. Second, skilled works such as
farmers, livestock workers, salespersons. Third, semi-skilled
or unskilled works such as workers, drivers). We categorized
retired or disabled or jobless persons based on their last job
also the home-makers based on their spouse’s job.
In addition to this information, patients were asked about the
number of people living in their household, their residential
area, the number of rooms in their houses, and their assets.
Assets included private real estate, the structure and size
of living place, the ownership of a car, refrigerator, freezer,
television set, telephone, washing machine, dishwasher,
microwave, furniture, vacuum cleaner, computer, Internet
access, radio, recorder, bath, toilet, cell phone, and the
frequency of travelling abroad.

total number of readmission was 172.
The abnormal ejection fraction (P< 0.001), current smoking
(P= 0.006), the lack of recommended physical activity
(P< 0.001), and poor drug adherence (P< 0.001) had
significant association with the risk of readmission (Table 2).
Comorbidities such as hypertension (P< 0.001) and diabetes
mellitus (P= 0.001) were also significant variables.
Moreover, Chi-Square test showed lower income (P< 0.001),
lower expenditure (P< 0.001), lower occupation position
(P< 0.001), and lower education were significant predictors
for readmission risk (Table 3).
The main variables that contributed to creation of the
SES score in the PCA were monthly income, expenditure,
occupation and some of recorded assets which were access
to Internet, personal computer, side-by-side refrigerator, and
type of car (Table 4).

Construction of socio-economic status index by principle
component analysis
We calculated a weighted average of the above variables to
arrive at a SES score. To find the optimal weights, PCA was
applied. Having used principal component analysis with
varimax rotation, one dominant factor was generated that
accounted for about 70% of the total variance. Wealth score
was calculated based on the generated weights for variables
from the first component; then this score was classified into
four quartiles to classified patients based on their scores. The
first quartile shows the lowest 25% of all individuals and the
fourth quartile shows the top 25% of patients with the highest
SES score. In the models, the forth quartile (richest patients)
was considered as reference group.

The association of socio-economic status with the risk of
readmission of congestive heart failure patients
Crude HR of readmission in the third, second and first
quartiles (versus to the fourth quartile who were the richest
patients) were 1.63 (95% CI= 0.87–3.04), 7.78 (95% CI= 4.39–
13.70), and 9.57 (95% CI= 5.55–16.50), respectively (Table 5).
Females and singles (versus married) as well as suffering from
hypertension and diabetes increased the risk of readmission.
Other independent significant variables were poor drug
adherence, the lack of recommended physical activity, ejection
fraction less than 40%, and cigarette smoking (Table 5).
Multivariable Cox regression analysis showed that
proportional HRs for readmission of CHF patients in the
third, second and first quartile (versus to the fourth quartile)
were 1.05 (95% CI= 0.57–1.93), 2.84 (95% CI= 1.62–4.98),
and 2.66 (95% CI= 1.51–4.66), respectively (Table 5).
Compared to the crude HR, the adjusted HRs for the first
and second quartiles declined around 3.60 and 2.70 times
respectively; however, for the third quartile the change was
not considerable (Figure 1).
Other potential risk factors in the multivariable model
were poor drug adherence (HR= 2.86, 95% CI= 2.01–4.07),
poor physical activity (HR= 2.35, 95% CI= 1.41–3.93),
abnormal ejection fraction (HR= 3.03, 95% CI= 1.74–
5.28), and concurrent hypertension (HR= 1.63, 95%
CI= 1.04–2.57, P= 0.033).
PAF of readmission in the below average SES scores compared
to the above average was 54% (95% CI= 0.36–0.67). It means
that possibly 54% of readmission might be prevented in CHF
patients if their SES increased to above average. The adjusted
PAF of readmission for drug and physical activity adherence
increased to 71%. The median survival time of readmission
was 218 and 221 in the second and first quartiles of SES,
respectively.

Statistical analysis
Chi-Square test was used to compare the baseline risk
factors in patients with and without readmission. Stratified
Cox proportional hazards models were constructed to
determine the risk of readmission in first, second and third
quartiles compared with the highest quartile (4th). Moreover,
the associate of other potential risk factors were assessed in
univariate models; those ones with P< 0.200 were entered in
the multivariable stratified Cox regression model. Unadjusted
and adjusted Hazard Ratios (HRs) were calculated for each
independent variable along with 95% Confidence Intervals
(95% CI). “Robust variance estimates” are applied to adjust
the variances of estimated model coefficients for correlation
among recurrent events on the same subject. Population
Attributable Fraction (PAF) was calculated for SES quartiles
that showed the contribution of each risk factor for the risk of
readmission due to CHF. All statistical analyses were carried
out using Stata12 (Stata Corp., College Station, TX, USA).
P< 0.050 were considered as statistically significant, and all
statistical tests were two-sided.
Results
Baseline data
Table 2 shows demographic information and other clinical
features of 305 patients (ten patients were excluded totally;
4 patients because of missing data in their follow-up and six
patients because of sudden deaths). During our follow-up,
122 patients (40%) were re-hospitalised at least once. The

Discussion
This study showed that readmission was around 40% amongst
patients with CHF. The main finding of this study concluded
that lower SES is an independent, strong predictive risk factor
for readmission risk in CHF patients; in other words, those
with a lower educational level, lower income, lower job, and
lower score based on their assets, were shown to experience
more re-hospitalisation. Other variables such as abnormal
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Table 2. Comparison of demographic characteristics and risk factors of 305 CHF patients according to readmission status, Tehran, 2010–1
Admitted within 12 months (n= 122)
Gender
Male
68 (55.74)
Female
54 (44.26)
Age
<75 years
49 (40.16)
>75 years
73 (59.84)
Marital status
Married
93 (76.23)
Single
29 (23.77)
BMI (kg/m2)
<25 (Normal)
53 (43.44)
≥25 (Overweight/Obese)
69 (56.56)
Positive History
Cardiac interventions
59 (48.36)
Family history of CHD
52 (42.62)
Comorbidity
Dyslipidemia
115 (94.26)
Hypertension
104 (85.25)
Diabetes mellitus
66 (54.10)
Cigarette status
No smoking
55 (45.80)
Current smoking
67 (54.92)
Ejection fraction (<40%)
111 (90.98)
Poor adherence
Drug
84 (68.85)
Physical activity
100 (81.97)
Diet
86 (70.49)
CHF= Congestive Heart Failure; CHD= Coronary Heart Disease

Not admitted within 12 months (n= 183)

P
0.084

120 (65.57)
63 (34.43)
0.204
87 (47.54)
96 (52.46)
0.011
160 (87.43)
23 (12.57)
0.365
70 (38.25)
113 (61.75)
80 (43.72)
67 (36.61)

0.425
0.292

163 (89.07)
71 (38.80)
63 (34.43)

0.118
<0.001
<0.001
0.006

112 (61.20)
71 (38.80)
97 (53)

<0.001

22 (12.02)
40 (21.86)
131 (71.58)

<0.001
<0.001
0.836

Table 3. Classical SES characteristics of 305 CHF patients and readmission status, Tehran, 2010–1
Variable

Admitted within 12 months (n= 122)

Income level
Low
Medium
High
Expenditure level
Low
Medium
High
Education level
Illiterate/primary
High school
University degrees
Occupation position
First (Professional)
2th (Skilled workers)
3th (Semi-skilled/unskilled)

Not Admitted within 12 months (n= 183)

P
<0.001

84 (68.85)
25 (20.49)
13 (10.66)

27 (14.75)
105 (57.38)
51 (27.87)

81 (66.39)
14 (11.48)
27 (22.13)

32 (17.49)
35 (19.13)
116 (63.39)

91 (74.59)
25 (20.49)
6 (4.92)

68 (37.16)
71 (38.80)
44 (24.04)

29 (23.70)
55 (45.08)
38 (31.15)

83 (45.36)
78 (42.60)
22 (12.02)

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

SES= Socio-economic Status; CHF= Congestive Heart Failure

ejection fraction (<40%), poor physical activity, poor drug
adherence, and hypertension were found to be independent
predictive variables as well. Also, our findings addressed
that around 54% of readmissions among CHF patients were
attributed to their lower SES. On the other hand, having
analysed the hazard ratios in different SES quartiles, it was
found that the decrease in the adjusted hazard ratio compared
to the crude results was substantial in the first and second
quartiles but it was not obvious in the third quartile which
means the other unknown predictors for readmission may be
4

existed in the third and fourth quartiles.
Several factors have caused CHF to stand out amongst the
most common diseases resulting in readmission. Some
studies have estimated that readmission due to CHF during
one year follow-up was around 35% to 40% (4,12). As seen in
this study, almost 40% of all patients had readmission during
the first 12 months follow-up, which was consistent with the
others’ findings. The results of the present study have also
suggested that low SES would significantly increase the risk
of readmission. This relationship was evaluated in several
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Table 4. HR of 305 CHF readmission according to SES quartiles and risk factors with Cox regression, crude and adjusted model, Tehran, 2010–1
Variables
SES variable*
4th quartile (the highest, ref)
3rd quartile
2nd quartile
1st quartile (the lowest)
Age
<75 years
>75 years
Female gender*
Single marital status*
BMI
<25 (normal) (ref)
≥25 (overweight/obese)
Ejection fraction <40%*
Current smoker*
Poor adherence
Drug*
Physical activity*
Diet
Positive history
Family history of CHD
Surgical/non-surgical cardiac interventions
Comorbidity
Hypertension*
Diabetes mellitus*
Dyslipidemia

Crude model

Adjusted model
HR (95% CI)

HR (95% CI)

P

Ref
1.63 (0.87-3.04)
7.78 (4.39-13.70)
9.57 (5.55-16.50)

0.124
<0.001
<0.001

Ref
1.05 (0.57-1.93)
2.84 (1.62-4.98)
2.66 (1.51-4.66)

0.852
<0.001
<0.001

Ref
1.31 (0.94-1.79)
1.32 (0.97-1.79)
1.65 (1.18-2.30)

0. 245
0.073
<0.001

1.14 (0.81-1.62)
1.12 (0.80-1.59)

0.433
0.485

Ref
1.16 (0.86-1.57)
6.03 (3.20-11.09)
1.50 (1.11-2.02)

0.325
<0.001
0.007

3.03 (1.74-5.28)
1.11 (0.79-1.55)

<0.001
0.524

6.37 (4.41-9.21)
5.66 (3.35-9.56)
1.20 (0.87-1.65)

<0.001
<0.001
0.264

2.86 (2.01-4.07)
2.35 (1.41-3.93)
-

<0.001
<0.001
-

1.13 (0.84-1.51)
1.02 (0.76-1.38)

0.402
0.846

-

-

4.12 (2.38-7.13)
1.65 (1.22-2.24)
1.48 (0.75-2.91)

<0.001
0.001
0.249

1.63 (1.04-2.57)
1.01 (0.74-1.38)
-

0.033
0.935
-

P

HR= Hazard Ratio; CHF= Congestive Heart Failure; SES= Socio-economic Status; CI= confidence interval; BMI= Body mass index; CHD=
Coronary Heart Disease
*These variables had p-value of less than 0.20 in crude analysis and only these variables entered to adjusted analysis model.

previous studies; almost all of papers expressed that SES was a
strong predictive factor for readmission (13–15).
This raises the question of how low SES would increase the
risk of readmission among Iranian CHF patients. Skodova et
al. (16) demonstrated that those cardiac patients with lower
SES (education and income) had the worse situation in terms
of psychological well-being, low quality of life and mental
health status compared to those who had a higher SES; it is
possibly because of differences in receiving healthcare and
treatment services. Studies have shown that people with low
SES cannot afford necessary drugs or healthcare services
(17). A study conducted by Pell et al. (18) established that
individuals with CAD and low SES received less surgical
cardiac interventions despite the acute condition of
their disease.
In addition, those with low SES had more risk factors
associated with readmission including higher blood pressure
(19), uncontrolled diabetes, lower physical activity and poorer
diet. Bahonar et al. showed that educated women were at
lower risk of diabetes compared to women with less education
level (7).
Struthers et al. (20) showed that patients with heart failure and
low SES experienced more readmissions compared to those
with higher SES; such a difference was independent from the
severity of the disease. They explained that this difference
was probably due to the limited healthcare services for heart
failure patients in the deprived areas where people with lower

SES usually live. In other respect, people who lived in these
areas did not trust the existed services and travelled to better
equipped hospitals.
Moreover, people with lower SES are more exposed to social
stressors (21), lower educational status, income and monthly
costs, and other problems such as insufficient space to rest
at home. In this study, with respect to certain conditions,
illiterate patients or those with primary education were more
exposed to the risk of readmission compared to those with
academic education. One of the main factors is the effect of
education on self-care behaviour and its association with
food behaviour and diet adherence (22). In other words,
illiterate patients are less oriented regarding the importance
of drug instruction or diet and physical activity adherence,
in order to consult their physicians, compared to those with
higher educational status. One study conducted in Iranian
haemodialysis patients to evaluate the factors which influence
their adherence to dietary and fluid restrictions; they also
concluded patient’s education levels were associated with
fluid adherence positively (23). Such a finding was also noted
in some other studies in Iran (24).
The CHF patients are normally recommended to adjust
their eating regimes and physical activities. They are also
suggested to take multiple drugs and have frequent followup visits. Undoubtedly, the patients need continuous support
both mentally and financially. Some studies have shown
that readmission in CHF is partly due to exacerbation of
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Table 5. PCA for component 1 with varimax rotations for 305 CHF
patients, Tehran, 2010–1
Variable
Component 1
Number of room
0.28
Side by side refrigerator
0.29
Dish machine
0.28
Microwave
0.27
Computer
0.30
Type of car
0.29
Going abroad
0.27
Access to internet
0.30
Income
0.33
Expenditure
0.33
Job
0.32
PCA= Principle Component Analysis; CHF= Congestive Heart Failure

18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

4th quartile (the highest,
ref)

3rd quartile
Crude model

2nd quartile

1st quartile(the lowest)

Adjusted model

Figure 1. Crude and adjusted HR of readmission of CHF in SES
quartiles

the disease’s symptoms that could result from patients’ nonadherence in taking drugs and following diet instructions
recommended by the treatment team (25,26); this is in
accordance with the results of the present study.
Moreover, some of the non-adherence of medical treatment
can be explicated by age, gender and marital status. Older
patients who live alone do not access to family care in order
to control their disease; such idea is consistent with one
study in HIV positive patients in Iran (27). In the present
study, older people, female gender and single patients are
significant predictors of readmission in univariate model.
There are some evidences that illustrated women are more
likely to be readmitted due to CHF (28); it is possible that
female patients receive family care less than men or may be
women are more sensitive about their health and seek care
more than men. However, in the present study adjusted HRs
for smoking, diabetes and these 3 factors were not significant
after adjustment which means that most of the impact of these
factors might be explained by the other factors.
In our multivariate model, some of the independent variables
might play the role of intermediate variables partially, such as
comorbidities and health behaviors. Therefore, by comparing
the crude and adjusted coefficients, we may indirectly evaluate
the residual impact of SES on the risk of readmission beyond
the pathways which might be explained by other variables in
our model.
Generally speaking, the use of educational level as an indicator
of SES is common mainly because its interpretation is very
6

easy and similar in both low- and high-income countries
(29). However, educational status is affected by birth cohort
and its measurement is individualistic, since the added value
of the educational status of other members of the family on
that particular individual is ignored (30).
The level of family expenditure and income are highly
correlated but their concepts are different, therefore
replacement of these two measures is not easily (31). The
monthly expenditure and payments of families are more or less
stable over the fluctuations of income in short term especially
in developing countries (32). However, it is a complicated task
to collect required information using standard questioners.
As a result, the evaluation of assets was recommended as an
alternative approach which might help to classified subjects
in low- and high-income categories (33). In the case of using
as many variables related to SES as possible, it can reveal the
multiple domains of SES and provide a better description
of it (34,35).
The explanation of our findings should take certain
limitations into consideration. Firstly, it was conducted
on only one referral centre for heart failure in Tehran and
the results could not be generalized. Secondly, some post
discharge factors including patients’ quality of life, home care,
and follow-up visits which could affect the risk of readmission
were not assessed. Finally, we know that mortality is
considered to be a competing risk for influencing the risk of
readmission; however, the number of sudden deaths in this
study was low (only six cases) and in addition we were unable
to define the exact time of death to evaluate its impact on
our conclusion.
To summarise, the results of this study showed that lower SES
independently and strongly increased the risk of readmission
due to CHF. In particular, the risk of readmission among the
first quartile, with the lowest SES, was substantially higher
than the other groups even after adjusting for other factors;
this means that the association between SES and readmission
is not linear, i.e. the risk of readmission in very poor people
increases exponentially. This study also suggests that applying
some plans in vulnerable groups and conducting some
education interventions to optimize the patient’s awareness of
drug and diet adherence would be useful in further decreasing
of readmission due to CHF.
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